Keowee River Highland Division Falls

Group 4: Kayla, Alex, Sarah, and Erica
Description of the Area

- Densely wooded area.
- In the “valley” of two hills.
- Low lying trees.
- Very secluded.
Who Would Enjoy It?

Great for adventurous people!
- Cannot drive to it.
- Can be difficult to locate.
- Hard to get upstream.
- Hard to cross the stream.
1. Drive out towards Bloom grocery store on Hwy 123.
2. Turn right onto Old Clemson Hwy.
3. Drive 1.5 mi. and turn right onto Lawrence Bridge Road.
4. Drive for 4.5 mi. and turn left at the metal, roped gate. (First roped gate after only swing gate.)
WALKING Directions

1. Walk straight down the path for about a mile.
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2. When you get to the split in the path, take a left.
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3. Follow the new path until you see the stream.
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4. Follow upstream until you get to the waterfall. The biggest part is farther upstream.
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5. The end!